One of the main reasons why software projects fail is the lack of communication between the business users, who actually know the problem domain, and the developers who design and implement the software model. Business users understand the domain terminology, and they speak a vocabulary that may be quite alien to the software people; it's no wonder that the communication 
you translate the problem domain artifacts into your solution domain, you construct a software model of the same problem. As a designer of the new software solution, you expect it to work in the same way as the original problem.
TOWARD A COMMON VOCABULARY
It's common knowledge that most projects that fail do so because they lack a proper communication structure between the business users and the implementers. The difference in terminology used by the various stakeholders of the project hinders meaningful collaboration.
A more effective approach is for all parties associated with designing and implementing the system to adopt a common vocabulary early in the life cycle of the project. This can serve as the binding force that unifies the implementation. This means that the business users' daily terminology also appears in the use cases that the modeler creates; the programmer uses the same terms while naming abstractions; the data architect does the same in designing data models; and the tester names test cases using the same common vocabulary. In his book on domain-driven design, Eric Evans calls this the ubiquitous language. 8 
WHAT'S A DSL?
In a common vocabulary, it's not only the nouns of the domain that get mapped to the solution space; you need to use the same language of the domain in describing all collaborations within the domain. The mini-language for the domain is modeled within the bounds of your software abstractions, and the software that you develop speaks the language of the domain. Consider the following example from the domain of securities trading operations:
newOrder.to.buy(100.shares.of('IBM')) { limitPrice 300 allOrNone true valueAs {qty, unitPrice -> qty * unitPrice -500} } This is a loud expression of the language that a trader speaks on the floors of the exchange, captured succinctly as an embedded abstraction within your programming language. This is a DSL, 1 a programming language targeted to a specific problem domain that models the syntax and semantics at the same level of abstraction as the domain itself. 4 You may be wondering how this particular DSL example developed from the domain model and the common vocabulary that business users speak. It involved four major steps:
1. In collaboration with the business users, you derive the common vocabulary of the domain that needs to be used in all aspects the development cycle.
2. You build the domain model using the common vocabulary and the programming language abstractions of the underlying host language.
3. Again in collaboration with the business users, you develop syntactic constructs that glue together the various domain model elements, publishing the syntax for the DSL users. This is a major advantage over a process where you come up with a shared vocabulary up front and then drive the development of the application solely based on that dictionary. In a DSL-based development, you actually develop DSL constructs using the shared vocabulary as the building blocks of your business rules. The actual rules get developed on top of these syntactic constructs.
4. Then you develop the business rules using the syntax of the previous step. In some cases the actual domain users may also participate in the development.
AN INTRODUCTON TO DSL
Designing a DSL is not nearly as daunting a task as designing a general-purpose programming language. A DSL has a very limited focus, and its surface area is restricted to only the current domain being modeled. In fact, most of the common DSLs used today are designed as pure embedded programs within the structure of an existing programming language. Later we show how to accomplish this embedding process to create a mini-language while using the infrastructure of the underlying implementation language.
CLASSIFYING DSL Martin Fowler classified DSLs based on the way they are implemented. 3 A DSL implemented on top of an underlying programming language is called an internal DSL, embedded within the language that implements it (hence, it is also known as an embedded DSL). An internal DSL script is, in essence, a program written in the host language and uses the entire infrastructure of the host.
A DSL designed as an independent language without using the infrastructure of an existing host language is called an external DSL. It has its own syntax, semantics, and language infrastructure implemented separately by the designer (hence, it's also called a stand-alone DSL).
This article focuses primarily on internal, or embedded, DSLs.
ADVANTAGES OF USING A DSL
A DSL is designed to make the business rules of the domain more explicit in the programs. Here are some of the advantages of a DSL:
• Easier collaboration with business users. Since a DSL shares a common vocabulary with the problem domain, the business users can collaborate with the programmers more effectively throughout the life cycle of the project. They can participate in the development of the actual DSL syntax on top of the domain model and can help in developing some of the business rules using that syntax. Even when the business users cannot program using the syntax, they can validate the implementation of the rules when they are being programmed and can participate in developing some of the test scripts.
• Better expressiveness in domain rules. A well-designed DSL is developed at a higher level of abstraction. The user of the DSL does not have to care about low-level implementation strategies such as resource allocation or management of complex data structures. This makes the DSL code easier to maintain by programmers who did not develop it.
• Concise surface area of DSL-based APIs. A DSL contains the essence of the business rules, so a DSL user can focus on a very small surface area of the code base to model a problem domain artifact.
• DSL-based development can scale. With a nontrivial domain model, DSL-based development can provide higher payoffs than typical programming models. You need to invest some time up front to design and implement the DSL, but then it can be used productively by a mass of programmers, many of whom may not be experts in the underlying host language.
DISADVANTAGES OF USING A DSL
As with any development model, DSL-based development is not without its share of pitfalls. Your project can end up as a complete mess by using badly designed DSLs. Some of these disadvantages are:
• a hard Design problem. Like API design, DSL design is for experts. You need to understand the domain and usage pattern of target users and make the APIs expressive to the right level of abstraction. Not every member of your team can deliver good-quality DSL design.
• up-front cost. Unless the project is at least of moderate complexity, designing DSLs may not be cost effective. The up-front cost incurred may offset the time saved by enhanced productivity in the later stages of the development cycle.
• A tendency to use multiple languages. Unless carefully controlled, this polyglot programming can lead to a language cacophony and result in bloated design.
STRUCTURE OF A DSL
This section looks at how to design an internal DSL and embed it within an underlying host language. We look at the generic anatomy of an embedded DSL and discuss how to keep the DSL syntax decoupled from the core domain model. Finally, we develop a sample DSL embedded in Scala.
A LINGUISTIC ABSTRACTION ON TOP OF A SEMANTIC MODEL
A DSL offers specialized syntactic constructs that model the daily language of a business user. This expressiveness is implemented as a lightweight syntactic construct on top of a rich domain model. to buy 100 shares of 'IBM', at UnitPrice=100, Principal=12000, Tax=500
This is an internal DSL embedded within Ruby as the host language and is very similar to the way a trader speaks at a trading desk. Note that since it's an embedded DSL, it can use the complete infrastructure that Ruby offers, such as syntax processing, exception handling, garbage collection, etc.
The entities are named using a vocabulary a trader understands. Figure 2 annotates the DSL,
showing some of the domain vocabulary it uses and some of the "bubble words" we have introduced for the user, giving it more of an English-like feeling.
To implement this DSL, you need an underlying domain model consisting of a set of abstractions in Ruby. This is what we call the semantic model (or domain model). The previous DSL code snippet interacts with the semantic model through a custom-built interpreter specific to the language we offer to our users. This helps decouple the model from the language designed on top of it. This is one of the best practices to follow when designing a DSL. 
DEVELOPING AN EMBEDDED DSL
An embedded DSL inherits the infrastructure of an existing host language, adapting it in ways that help you abstract the domain you are modeling. As previously mentioned, you build the DSL as an interpreter over the core domain abstractions that you develop using the syntax and semantics of the underlying language.
CHOOSING THE HOST LANGUAGE A DSL offers abstractions at a higher level. Therefore, it's important that the language you use to implement your DSL offers similar abstraction capabilities. The more expressive the language is, the smaller the semantic gap will be between the native abstractions of the language and the custom abstractions that you build over it for your DSL. When you choose a language for embedding your DSL, keep an eye on the level of abstractions it offers.
Let's consider an example of designing a small DSL for a specific domain using Scala as the host language. Depending on whether it's a buy or a sell trade, cash is exchanged between the client and the trader.
The amount of cash exchanged is referred to as the net cash value of the trade and varies with the market where the trade is executed.
The business rule used in our example determines the cash-value computation strategy for a new-trade 'T-12435" for account 'acc-123' to buy 100 shares of 'IBM', at UnitPrice=100, Principal=12000, Tax=500 These examples use case classes for algebraic data types and case objects to model singletons. Scala case classes offer a few nice features that make the code succinct and concise:
• Constructor parameters as public fields of the class
• Default implementations of equals, toString, and hashCode based on constructor fields
• A companion object containing an apply() method and an extractor based on constructor fields
Case classes also offer pattern matching by virtue of their magical autogeneration of the extractors. We used pattern matching on case classes when we designed our DSL. For more details on how case classes make good algebraic data types, refer to Programming in Scala.
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THE EMBEDDED DSL
Before we dig into the implementation of the DSL that models the net cash-value calculation of a trade, here are some of the business rules that we need to consider in the design:
• Net cash-value calculation logic varies with the market where the trade is being executed.
• We can have specific market rules for individual markets such as Hong Kong or Singapore.
• We can have default rules that apply to all other markets.
• If required, the user can also specify custom strategies and domain-specific optimizations for cashvalue calculation in the DSL.
In the example, the DSL constructs are designed as linguistic abstractions on top of the domain model. The business users have a major role to play in collaborating with the developers to ensure that the right amount of expressiveness is put in the published syntax. It must be loosely coupled from the core abstractions (Trade, Account, Instrument, etc.) and must speak the domain language of the users. The DSL syntax also needs to be composable, so that users can extend the language with custom domain logic on top of what the base language offers.
Once you have the syntactic constructs, you can use them to develop the application business rules. In the following example we develop the business rule for the cash-value calculation logic of trades on top of the syntax that the DSL publishes.
Scala offers a rich type system that we can use to model some of the business rules. We model the cash-value calculation logic of a trade as a function from Trade to NetAmount, which is expressed in Scala as Trade => NetAmount. Now each such strategy of calculation is driven by a Market, which means that every such function is defined only for a specific value of the Market. We model this as
Besides expressing the market-based dispatch structure of the calculation logic as an abstract data type, PartialFunction in Scala is extensible and can be chained together using combinators such as andThen and orElse. For more details on how to compose using PartialFunction, refer to the Scala web site. 5 For convenience let's define a couple of type aliases that abstract the users from the actual underlying data structure that the DSL uses:
As the problem domain suggests, we can have a specialized strategy of the cash-value calculation logic for specific markets. As an example, here's how we model a DSL for the HongKong market: This strategy is selected for any market for which it is used. The "_" is a placeholder that matches any market passed to it.
A DSL is useful when the user can compose multiple DSL abstractions to form larger ones. In our case we have designed individual snippets for selecting the appropriate strategy that calculates the net cash value of a trade. How do we compose them so that the user can use the DSL without caring about the individual market-specific dispatch logic?
We use an orElse combinator that traverses the chain of individual PartialFunctions and selects the first matching market. If no market-specific strategy is found, then it selects the default. Here's how we wire these snippets together:
lazy val cashValueComputation: CashValueCalculationStrategy = forHongKong orElse forSingapore orElse forDefault This is the DSL that does a dynamic dispatch for the appropriate cash-value calculation strategy together with a fallback for the default. It addresses the first three business rules enumerated at the beginning of the section. The abstraction above is concise, speaks the domain language, and makes the sequencing of the dispatch logic very explicit. A business user who is not a programmer will be able to verify the appropriate domain rule.
One of the benefits of a well-designed DSL is extensibility. The fourth business rule is a use case for that. How can we extend our DSL to allow users to plug in custom cash-value calculation logic that they may want to add for another market? Or they may want to override the current logic for an existing market to add some newly introduced market rules. We can compose the user-specified strategy with our existing one using the orElse combinator. Our example uses the rich type system of Scala and its powerful functional abstractions to design a DSL that's embedded within the type system of the host language. Note how we express domainspecific rules (such as the need for the calculation logic to vary with specific markets) declaratively, using only the constraints of the static type system. The resulting DSL has the following characteristics:
• It has a small surface area so that it's easier to comprehend, troubleshoot, and maintain.
• It is expressive enough to make the business user understand and verify the correctness.
• It is extensible in that it allows custom plug-in logic (which may include domain-specific optimizations) to be composed into the base combinator in a completely noninvasive way.
PRODUCTIVITY AND DSLS
An embedded DSL encourages programming at a higher level of abstraction. The underlying infrastructure of the host language, the details of the type system, the lower-level data structures, and other concerns such as resource management are completely abstracted from the DSL users, so they can focus on building the business functionalities and using the syntax and semantics of the domain.
In our example, the combinator orElse of PartialFunction hides all details of composing multiple strategies of the cash-value calculation logic. Also, the DSL can be extended for composition with custom logic without any incidental complexity. Thus, the user can focus on implementing the custom abstractions.
We have discussed in detail how to embed a DSL into its host language and make use of the type system to model domain-specific abstractions. You can also design embedded DSLs using dynamically typed languages such as Groovy, Ruby, or Clojure. These languages offer strong meta-programming facilities that allow users to generate code during compile time or runtime. DSLs developed using these features also lead to enhanced developer productivity, since you get to write only the core business functionalities using the DSL, and the verbose boilerplates are generated by the language infrastructure. Consider the following example of defining a domain object in Rails: You can be productive with DSLs with either statically or dynamically typed languages. You just need to use the idioms that make the language powerful. DSLs in Action 1 has a detailed treatment of how to use the power of multiple languages idiomatically to design and implement DSLs.
CONCLUSION
The main value that DSLs add to the development life cycle of a project is to encourage better collaboration between the developers and business users. There are multiple ways to implement DSLs. Here we discussed one that uses embedding within a statically typed programming language.
This allows you to use the infrastructure of the host language and focus on developing domainfriendly linguistic abstractions. The abstractions that you develop need to be composable and extensible, so that the user can build larger abstractions out of smaller ones. Finally, the abstractions need to speak the domain vocabulary, closely matching the semantics that the domain user uses. Q
